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EDUCATION LEADERSHIP (EDUC 615)

COURSE CRITIQUE

Part One:

Considering these individual aspects of the course, comment &/or rate their usefulness

within the context of this program...

• The course had three (3) objectives.  Discuss the degree to which these were met from

your perspective / to your well-being as a leader...

• give participants first hand opportunities to determine what reflective

practice is all about 

• enable participants to apply different approaches/interpretations to

making reflective practice relevant to the role of leadership

• determine the effectiveness of participants’ responses to the challenges

raised within this experience

COMMENTS:

• a) I feel that I had plenty of opportunity to determine & take part in what

reflective practice is all about / it was useful & valuable learning opportunities

b) I found the opportunities of reflective practice valuable & evidently a

powerful role of leadership

c) working in different groups each week allowed me to practice my own

leadership skills with others & just as importantly, to observe others leadership

skills

• good leaders are reflective & make changes accordingly; this course

demonstrated the power of reflection & how important it is to be a good leader

in a variety of different leadership roles / feedback from people with whom one

leads is crucial, whether it’s your students or a team — a good leader reflects

upon this feedback & tries to create an environment that is better & more

effective from this feedback

• a) not only did the course offer opportunities to explore & determine what

reflective practice is, but also offered authentic opportunities to engage in

reflective practice

b) by design, the course offered individual interpretation through reflective

practice / many perspectives/elements/approaches of leadership were addressed

c) the course left me better prepared to respond to the many challenges faced

in leadership roles
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• I think this course allowed me to reflect on what leadership is, what a good

leader needs & look at my own practices / through discussions & group work

we had the opportunity to see other people’s beliefs & perspectives about

leadership & were able to learn from others / I liked the book & opportunity to

hear Bob talk about his experiences

• the activities, speakers & videos help me to examine my practices & reflect on

how I dealt, or viewed, issues or problems I experienced

• a) I think all of us have been given this opportunity to do reflective practice

through out the course

b) we all tried to apply different approaches to making reflective practice

relevant to the role of leadership

c) Mr. Sinclair has given us the confidence to determine the effectiveness in

the positive manner

• I believe we met the objectives through the use of guest speakers & the

analysis of different leadership styles in the movies / I feel that there should be

more opportunity to share/apply what we have learned to our own situations

(i.e. in an in-basket sort of format)

• [we met all three] — guest speakers gave a good condensed version of how

they became who they are — sometimes we as students could relate & this

gave us an idea of how we could incorporate effective practice into our careers

/ again, through group discussion we could share ideas of how we can use

reflective practice in our roles as leaders / case studies helped us deal with

potential challenges — also listening to guest speakers / American Idealist

REALLY MADE ME THINK, REFLECT & EVALUATE my career

• Glenn, I must reflect now on our final group presentation that was, in my

opinion, a complete bust / I had difficulty maintaining a presenter vs. life-

debater role / for some reason I felt the need to protect & not directly challenge

(the other’s) views as I struggled with someone expressing their personal views

/ I chose to wing it & regret having done so — I learned that reflective practice

implies taking time to prepare
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• I believe all three (3) objectives were met / the guest speakers allowed the class

to see first hand what reflective practice was all about / the guest speakers

reflected on their own leadership style & philosophies and shared them with

the class / having the opportunity to reflect on the chapters in the book & then

present them to the class using our own interpretations helped accomplish

objective two (2) / small group & large group discussions helped meet

objective three (3)

• with the small group discussions, I found we engaged in reflective practice in

each class / we had a very diverse group of professionals (administration,

nurses, etc.) which led to a lot of interesting conversations & brought different

scopes to the discussions

• a) a lot of opportunities for reflection, especially with guest speakers

b) approaches could have had more exposure to interpretations came out loud

& clear

c) would have liked to had more responses from some of the quiet students

• reflective practice within this course was mostly about what others do or have

done to be successful or unsuccessful leaders / if this was the goal then these

objectives were met

• a) I feel we had ample opportunities to reflect: the small group sessions

allowed me to explore my own beliefs & ideals and learn from others

b) I enjoyed the different viewpoints to various situations that we reflected on

— In Good Company & the Let’s Call a Meeting case study really allowed me

to see many sides to the story instead of the single view I usually have

c) I feel that there was a wide variety of responses which enabled participants

to really think outside their comfort level

• the course challenged me to think a bit deeper about my role as an educational

leader / it allowed me time to consider some of the challenges I have faced as

an ed. leader & how I may have handled the situation differently

• excellent examples in determining what reflective practice is all about / the

self-evaluation forms were very useful / participant responses were also very

useful — it was beneficial to see it placed in a different context, as well as

seeing the differences when applying the situation to the private or public

sector / the only thing I would have found more useful would be more

comments/feedback from Glenn
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• a) lots of opportunity to reflect & to determine the meaning of reflective

practice

b) there were lots of opportunities for application

c) with such a wide variety of responses; most, if not all challenges were emt

& overcome by the abundance of knowledge in the classroom

• well done / excellent / great job!

• all small group/large group work gave us ample opportunities to reflect on our

practice & what it is all about / the presentations par peers & guests allowed

one to take responsibility for one’s learning & to incorporate reflective practice

as a norm of leadership / the challenges were met with creativity and fun while

learning

• in my opinion, the three (3) objectives for leadership were met: once again the

group discussion & the round table discussions were valuable to me; as you

grow more comfortable within a group the more you are wanting to share

ideas, concerns & opinions / there were all kinds of opportunities throughout

the course to reflect on our own leadership styles as well as others in the group

• the three (3) objectives were all met by me in this course: being able to listen,

question, explore & then reflect on one’s own practice was great in this course

& enjoyable / the challenges & questions brought forward by my peers & the

presenters were all thought-provoking

• this was a course in which 1  hand really meant 1  hand — I felt that therest st

couldn’t have been a more effective way to bring out an awareness of &

approach in reflective practice

• the guest speakers & movies provided multiple perspectives & insights into

leadership experiences, highs, Y lows — much to ponder, delivered in a way

no text or lecture ever could; so first two (2) objectives were well & truly

covered / third (3 ) would some role-playing have been a valuable addition?rd

yes, I believe so...a degree of having to think on your feet would model the real

world
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• reflective practice, self-evaluation, evaluation, feedback, pay attention! all

necessary for an effective leader / the course provided many opportunities,

should you take them, for people to apply learning to self / I expect for some

this is easier than for others: could be age & stage in life, age & stage in career

• What are your thoughts about the value of using small group & team sessions?

• I really like small group & team sessions — I would have liked an

understanding of the groupings: how did you use our profiles when

establishing groups?

• invaluable in a course like this — not only for a change of pace, but to get as

wide a spectrum of ideas & opinions in the time available...

• as a language teacher, I feel that small groups & teams are necessary to any real

learning experience, because they bring out the active construction of

knowledge in each students

• these sessions are a very powerful tool: much knowledge, approaches to

problem-solving & how to deal with the many different personalities in a class

were all powerful tools in this learning experience

• very valuable in my opinion: I find I am using these methods in the classroom

— sharing ideas is a very valuable learning tool

• great format: people can feel more comfortable sharing in a small group &

team sessions are an excellent way to build a community in the cohort

• the small groups were effective; however, I wondered about the same content

again

• I enjoyed both small groups & team sessions / everyone has to contribute &

you get interaction with one another that you would not normally get

• the small group & team sessions were an excellent opportunity to hear thoughts

& ideas from a number of different backgrounds

• I find small group & team discussions/presentations a little difficult — I’m not

very comfortable with groups of people (little shy); plus, I find one (1) or two

(2) people end up doing all the work

• I always enjoy a healthy group discussion...it allowed us to get to know the

other members of the class & to learn from the collective experience of the

group rather than the perspective of only the prof
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• I enjoyed the small group sessions a great deal; however, sometimes discussing

in small groups, then discussing again in a large group felt like overkill

• small groups & team sessions are useful for quieter students & helpful for

encouraging everyone to share ideas

• found that sometimes issues were talked to death — make small group time

quicker & team the same amount of time

• small groups are wonderful / there are some people in the class that did not feel

comfortable speaking out in the large group, but had great thoughts & ideas in

the small groups

• I think using small group & team sessions is invaluable: it allows people to

discuss issues with many different individuals & diverse viewpoints / we are

forced (in a great way) to work with people we may not normally gravitate to

(much like in leadership roles) — it allows for everyone to voice their opinions

& be heard

• excellent process, given the quality of peers in this class!

• very valuable — especially because we were given (in-class) time to discuss

& put things together — considering our geographic locations from west —>

east PEI, this was very helpful

• this is an excellent way to get to know the strengths of the individuals in our

class / you don’t always see that in a large group setting; absolutely necessary

for good discussion

• it was the most effective approach specially when we were in small groups we

tried to overcome our difficulties & bring forth our views about different

aspects

• I am not a big fan of small group work because it forces me to participate

rather than listening to the viewpoints of others; however, the group members

I worked with were great people & made it easier for me

• I enjoyed the small group team work session / there was always lots of

discussion points-of-view — disagreements & agreements / I had the chance

to work with some great people, all interested in doing the best job, have fun

& provide our class with some learning & chance for discussion
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• a balanced approach allows opportunities for individual strengths &

contributions to surface / varying the groups allowed me to encounter a variety

of interesting perspectives / a good idea to use various personality inventories

for grouping — effective grouping is a big challenge in education, both in the

classroom & in a leadership role...

• these were beneficial because you get to hear from a variety of people — their

ideas, opinions & being an active listener / it also gives you a chance to

verbalize your opinions in a non-threatening environment

• I enjoy the small group & team sessions — it is during these sessions that I

learn a lot & have the opportunity to share my thoughts & opinions / the

dynamics of the small groups were always varied & very interesting to be a

part of...

• What are your thoughts about the value of having the final evaluation group

presentations on Leadership instead of a written paper?  And, to what extent did

these help you understand aspects of leadership?

• I, hands down, learned more about leadership through preparing my group

presentation than I would have had I written a paper

• writing a paper is an isolating experience & does not allow one to practice

leadership: working together in groups we had to collaborate, listen, discuss,

make decisions, cooperate, reflect, revise, laugh & reach a consensus — I feel

the group work valuable

• the final presentation allowed me to synthesize my knowledge from a more

holistic, integrated perspective / they also allowed me to learn from my

colleagues which otherwise wouldn’t happen unless the papers were shared /

also, group presentations allowed me the opportunity to apply leadership skills

throughout the preparation, planning, organization, learning & presenting

phases
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• I think the use of a group presentation is an excellent way to present your

learning in a meaningful way — we had the chance to choose our members

which helped when meeting / all of us came with many ideas of leadership &

to present it (our beliefs) to the group: in written form I feel I would have only

written about ideas on leadership but with a presentation, we could be

imaginative in how we presented our ideas —> lots of work but worthwhile

(we hope), we worked as a team & brought our learning to the group

• not liking groupwork, I would have preferred doing a paper — in saying this,

I enjoyed working with my group but found meeting with them outside of class

a challenge because I am a full-time Master’s student with three (3) evenings

committed to classes & the fourth (4 ) evening to volunteering at our youthth

group

• it is the best type to be assessed; while preparing our final evaluation

presentation, we have seen how we have developed our understanding about

subjects

• it forced us to examine first (1 ) what we have learned, and second (2 ) howst nd

to apply that learning to deepen the experience

• was great — we all know how to write papers by now, so it was rather

refreshing to show our learning a different way without having to worry about

APA & other technicalities; thoroughly enjoyed them — all were unique &

were thoughtful displays of aspects of leadership

• we have discussed serious topics throughout the semester & presentations —

I favour the dialogue inherent to small group work

• group presentations are more beneficial; the final product is shared among all

class members providing everyone to learn from the hard work & effort of their

peers / written papers are shared only with the prof; working in teams to

produce a final presentation allows for colleagues to share their own thoughts,

opinions & research therefore deepening the experience

• I believe a presentation is a better way of getting our thoughts & ideas out there

/ I can learn from others presenting where I wouldn’t have that opportunity

with a paper

• VERY MUCH LIKE!!  we get to hear what others learned in their journey &

I hope I will learn even more on the last two (2) nights
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• I am excited about the presentations because it allows the class to share what

leadership means to us personally, which we really haven’t had time to do

• liked the final group presentation but would have liked some written

assignments/reflections during course / this would have enable the professor

to learn about more students within class rather than only the vocal ones

• by modelling effective leadership, we are more likely to practice effective

leadership...the group presentations gave us the opportunity to explore

leadership as a group & try to highlight our strengths

• I don’t think it was fair to have to do both assignments as an oral presentation;

I don’t think it added any value or increased my knowledge of the aspects of

leadership by doing a presentation

• it is an opportunity to put into practice what has been acquired throughout the

duration of instruction — this process thoroughly helped in the understanding

of various aspects of leadership as you were able to witness a lot during the

presentation

• I would much rather, and find much more beneficial, doing the group

presentation for the final evaluation: the whole exercise was teamwork &

leadership, working together, cooperation & good communication...developing

and polishing the final product...excellent :)

• it was food, we still worked hard — lots of practice working in group

dynamics; found research just in a different way

• preparing for group presentations on leadership allows one to put into practice

those skills that have been developed throughout the course

• I much rather group presentations over a written paper — learning to work

together collaboratively & sharing ideas to me is much more valuable & I will

remember this more than writing a paper

• high value here! working & discussing ideas within a small group was

refreshing / I, personally learn better when I interact with others as opposed to

sitting in a quiet room researching & drafting a paper in solitude / aspects of

leadership comes through with organizing the event, performing & the

presenting/discussion that follows

• in a paper I might have got down to details & I might have been able to spell

those out — by getting really serious about my group-work, I had the better

chance to develop an overall sense of direct participation
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• as leadership is a practice, something one does, a paper simply would not gel

with the concept / something active is a far better fit, and our presentation

(which involved feedback from far-flung leaders) was informative & fitting in

a way that a paper just couldn’t equal

• excellent!  our group worked hard to cover the key concepts & doing this in a

small amount of time, in a non-traditional way is difficult — to succeed, you

must know what you want to say: no room, no time to fluff it out

• Discuss your reflections as to the value of extended-length films as learning moments

in the course?

• love this idea — wish we had done more of this / reflecting a full-length film

gives me the chance to see things such as leadership in action, on screen —

reflecting this with my peers afterwards was an enjoyable, learning experience

• I thought the films were great illustrations of leadership in different

environments / these films demonstrated that leadership can be generic term

— a good leader can lead well if they have qualities of a good leader /

watching the movies in class was uncomfortable & I would rather watched

them at home

• great variety: different perspectives deepened my understanding of the aspects

of leadership / Sargent Shriver — a must see!!  excellent guiding questions;

they helped me focus my attention on the leadership aspects / left a lasting

impact

• the movies were worthwhile; however, due to time limits, we had to only to

watch the film & had to wait to discuss at a later time / I think it might work

if we watched the full-length movies before coming to class or have a few

classes on a Saturday or start earlier in the evening if possible

• I think they work well because they give you better depth to a person’s

personality than clips

• I really enjoyed it; sometimes we gain more by watching & observing things

& I think, I have gained a lot

• I feel that the films were useful & relevant, but discussion needs to occur right

after, not the following week when it is not fresh in your mind
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• they were great — wonderful fodder for discussion / American Idealist — best

movie I’ve seen in a long, long time, wish I could see it again, powerfully

moving / I like the one with Dennis Quaid too — I saw it before class,

therefore saw it 2X & I found that very helpful

• given the three (3) hour span, full-length films did not work (save for Sargent

Shriver: An American Idealist) — perhaps it may have as much to do with the

selected films themselves — much preferred the learning moment from

Critical Pedagogy this past summer

• extended-length films are a great tool; it allows for everyone to view a situation

from the same vantage point (audience) & using our own perspectives discuss

critically (the characters are all fictional so we can be honest & not worry about

the repercussions) the events that occurred / in adition movies develop

characters, the motives, etc... in a short amount of time so it is easy to identify

their leadership styles

• I loved the Shriver movie — I recommended that movie to other faculty / the

other movie In Good Company I had watched already before class

• class time not long enough for this type of learning — a thirty (30) minute /

one (1) hour film is more suited: I wish we had discussed the questions right

after the film; sometimes it was too long between viewing & discussion

• films are okay, but would have rather watched ahead of time or have in-class

films that are less than one (1) hour

• I was always a fan of film in your courses because it allows the entire class to

share the characters experiences on an equal level — we can identify with the

characters from a personal standpoint, but we have all viewed the same

circumstances of the characters

• as much as I saw the relevance of the movie, In Good Company, to sit through

it in class was difficult at best — I’ve watched more thought-provoking films,

in a more comfortable environment, with popcorn & fixins for less money; as

a homework assignment, followed by a brief discussion...ok / loved the other

films/movies/videos that were shown & found them to be quite relevant

• good idea showing full-length films / it provided/showed learning & leadership

in a different perspective — it would have helped to review the film first prior

to class
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• I, personally, saw tremendous value in the films that were presented in class;

they depicted various aspects of leadership, both positive & negative — and

they certainly helped in broadening my own personal philosophy of leadership

• I enjoy the films — we are able to critique the actors, without hurting any real

people’s feelings or ideas or comments...

• I felt that with the exception of Shriver, we could have watched In Good

Company on our own time

• the discussions that followed were extremely valuable / assign or have on loan

at least two (2) of the films to be viewed on one’s own time

• the discussions as well as the guided questions were very valuable as learning

moments throughout the course / once again, I am starting to use this pedagogy

within my teaching / very much enjoyed the Sargent Shriver story — I took

away a lot from that documentary

• I found the films very powerful, especially when they were followed up by

discussion — areas or topics that were missed by the observer were re-focussed

with discussion: our cohort seems to me, to be a powerful discussion group /

the videos provoked both thought & reflection on leadership

• given the choice of films & guiding questions, I think that these learning

moments had more to offer than I would have expected; I remember the films

we’d watch when I was a kid in school, but often as daydreaming time —

understanding what kind of discussion will follow is key in making the

difference

•  again, for variety (both in instruction and perspective) an absolute mus —

especially enjoyed Sargent Shriver / however for a three (3) hour class it’s not

possible to have an in-depth discussion afterwards: so either lengthening

classes or asking that movies be previewed at home are possible options / I’d

still be in favour of keeping movies in class, though...  I’d miss group

dynamics/reactions — what’s the point of watching a movie alone, anyway?
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• well, I like them; the selection was excellent as well — I wish I could have

watched Schriver at home but I couldn’t get it anywhere, unless I bought it; but

it was the time then to bring it in — I only suggest that time to watch at home

& have discussion in class worked really well / I would suggest keeping the

viewing & discussions closer together — by this I mean there were few

activities where when we first got together in group & then actually discussed,

time was lost — when this happened, I found the conversations weren’t as rich

— too much time catching back up!!

• Reflecting on the value of using guest speakers as  learning moments in the course give

one (1) idea/concept/advice that you learned from each...

• Verna Bruce – 

• surrounding yourself with people who are positive & who are good at the

things you are not good at

• the importance of enabling others to do things / understanding what will

challenge people / recognizing that everybody can contribute to the team

(different contributions)

• she mentioned a few different things: the use of effective delegation; you need

to know what they can handle + you also at times need to lead but still realize

the need of expertise behind you / give opportunities for others to show what

they can do, the importance of balance between work & home — team building

is important

• situation leadership: how you lead people will be based on what you need &

will change; make sure you surround yourself with experts & to ask questions;

something boring to me may be a challenge to someone else

• she is a great leader with a lot of experience / the advice that I got from her is

that we should be ready to learn even from the worst situations

• learn from, but do not stay in a negative environment too long

• pick your mountain to die on wisely

• I found it very comforting when she discussed how leaders don’t know it all

& it’s ok to say you don’t & to seek the advice from trustworthy colleagues; I

really liked her comment about anybody can lead the stars, so the best measure

of our leadership skills is based on the worst person on the team
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• find a good balance between home & work life / you can have a successful

career & family

• very smart lady: I liked her thought how she never set out to be a leader but she

found herself in leadership roles

• bring expertise to you if you don’t have it

• advice I learned from Ms. Bruce was to never be afraid to be the first, or to

fight for what you want

• don’t feel unique or out of place —  with the right desire & determination you

can achieve the goals that you have set out for yourself

• you don’t need to be the loudest persons in the room to be an effective leader

• situational leadership: lead changes depending on the type of person, i.e. older,

younger...it is extremely important to get to know the people you’re leading as

this will help you lead

• handling personal life & work (priorities)

• bring in the experts, not always chosen / balance being a single mom &

working

• understand what will challenge another person / don’t be afraid to ask for

advice

• former provincial deputy minister: to have a good balance between listening

& talking / team-building / measure your success on making a difference to the

most difficult people you work with

• had a skill set to be a leader & took on a portfolio that could be run with her

skills / as a leader she knew to bring in experts in the field to help her run the

department she was in / she was able to make some difficult leadership

decisions

• autobiography is also leadership

• choose your battles to fight/hills to die on wisely! / don’t try to fight ‘em all!

• great, keep her coming / talked about her learning & the application
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• Jeannette MacAulay – 

• create balance between work & home

• it’s about knowing what you are good at & sounding yourself with people who

are good at those things / have someone to confide in and trust & relate

• the importance of self-awareness; both strengths & weaknesses / de-mystifying

the military model of leadership: leading from the front, power, authority,

entitlements — sometimes the public is not ready to accept innovative ideas

&/or change (e.g. Health Care reform)

• it is important to know yourself — to understand your leadership philosophy;

you need to empower people, develop teams

• you can’t go any faster than the people you are working with / understand your

own leadership philosophy: leadership is never about you but what difference

you’re trying to make, the support you provide

• for me I thought the family should be given the rightful place, as I have learned

from her

• one (1) thing that she had said was that you land jobs because you work hard

and not to be too deliberate about your plans — these were common-sense

ideas that I had not heard verbalized before

• too much time was spent away from home — don’t forget to create balance

•  like Sean Casey & Dean Kurial, I recall from Jeanette’s presentation the

change in career path

• I liked her description of myths around leadership including that leaders are

rare, leaders lead from the front & leaders have power & authority: the warning

that collaboration can be seen as not being able to make up your own mind —

you need to find a balance between collaboration & making your own

decisions as a leader / leadership is lonely & difficult but rewarding

• with a strong work ethic, career opportunities will emerge / leadership is a

basic trait in some

• she said we need courage & authentic motivation: it can be lonely, difficult but

rewarding — good advice!

• don’t forget about your family / it is important to refresh yourself by putting

yourself in various leadership roles / moving laterally is just as good as moving

up the ladder
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• don’t be shocked if the job you thought you always wanted is not what you

expected

• I learned that you must be willing to make sacrifices if it is something worth

fighting for

• leadership isn’t about me — it’s about the differences I’m trying to make & it’s

about other people / need to show authentic motivation

• a career doesn’t need to begin & end in one (1) place — don’t be afraid to test

the waters & look at opportunities to move

• changing roles & adapting

• making decisions that you may not have agreed with / balance being away from

family — knowing when to change

• being too deliberate about leading, lacks sincerity / reflect on your own

leadership style

• UPEI’s Life Long Learning Program (former deputy minister Health & Social

Services): self-awareness it’s about knowing what you know and what you

don’t know and surround yourself with knowledgeable people

• Jeanette has some of the same ideas as Verna: she had or developed the

leadership skills as her growth in the public service progressed / she was able

to learn both good & bad leadership styles from her environment

• leadership is really personal

• importance of balancing work with home, which she found difficult (i.e.

daughter smelling clothes) — don’t let the office consume you

• great - a keeper: talked about her learnings & the application

• Sean Casey – 

• a calm, cool attitude speaks volumes

• be a part of a group that are like-mined & be an active learner / take time to

think/reflect in solitude & with others who share your passion

• do not pretend to know more than those you lead / the importance of reflective

practice (e.g. Master Minds group) / the importance of not overextending

yourself; four (4) keys to effective leadership: motives, style, values,

competence
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• be reflective, be supportive & encouraging; help others to succeed, however,

integrity is important as you make you way as a leader — the challenge you

have as a leader is the expectations of others & the expectations you have of

yourself / don’t say yes too many times (I think I know this) — the need to

recognize people within your organization

• person with the most contribution seems to be moving ahead as opposed to

being the smartest / stand back, early & often...too many try to jump into the

trees rather than step back & look at the forest

• we should not stop during experiments & ikf we are determined to do

something we can change the nature of things

• it was interesting to hear of the challenges of the private sector & a family

business

• be careful sharing a business with family members — can become hurtful,

emotional & can create negative family relationships

• that career change is possible, maybe even advisable to a well-rounded leader

• I really liked the concept of his networking group called the Masterminds; I

think more professionals should be involved in such groups / I liked his

comment on when to step back & reflect on your leadership style: early & often

• great to see the different perspective between public & private sectors

• I related to (Sean), used to work as a volunteer because that is where almost all

my leadership roles have been / showed how it can transfer to paid work

• values, motives, confidence, style — key aspects of leadership

• I enjoyed listening to Mr. Casey: from him I took the piece of advice to walk

away when family are involved, it can be a very slippery slope

• take time to try a variety of leadership opportunities, if/as they arise

• the tests leaders must pass are: 1) motives 2) values 3) competence 4) styles

• leadership in the business world is much different than leading in some forms

of government dept / there are virtually no limits in the business world

• do not mix family & business

• volunteering, we don’t always choose our leadership role, sometimes they

choose us (i.e. Paderno: being Corporate Managing Partner vs, President of the

provincial Liberal Party/Leadership)

• some positions can be extremely rewarding though one does not necessarily

aspire to them / don’t pretend to know more than the people you lead
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• lawyer/Paderno family business: a leader in the volunteer sector & a very

dedicated lawyer, and very passionate about politics / I would have been

interested in how he handled his working/family relationship with his brother,

it’s my understanding this is why he left the business

• Sean was one focussed individual — Sean was a thinker & a great planner / he

was a leader that would do what is required in his mind to accomplish goals set

by him or his company / he also was aware when his contributions are finished

& it is time to move on

• the Chamber of Commerce has a voice

• importance of alone time (i.e. running thirty (30) kms per week) and of vent

time with his informal masterminds group

• so, so — interesting message & approach — I’m not sure how effective what

he said was; however, how he said it & the learning as a result were good

• Dean Kurial – 

• sometimes a leadership opportunity comes unexpected —> embrace these

challenges

• equal treatment of all, when dealing with a variety of people / fair doesn’t

always mean equal

• in terms of leadership & vision, ambition, talent & ability only takes you so far

— implementation is most important / education alone can leave you ill-

prepared for leadership roles — experience is necessary

• he stated that in his job you need to multi-task because everyone’s needs are

important / he made a comment that vision carries you so far but

implementation moves you farther — you need to get things done for people

to see that you can do it

• want to create an environment that will let them bring their ambitions, talents

& creativity into the work place — not wanting to be led but unleashed & be

as creative as they can be

• he is a great inspiring person; his experience in his field is vulnerable — we

used to work really hard to earn a good name
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• I tried to be objective but could not see past my own interaction, which, in my

opinion, was trivialized by the anecdote of receiving the call on the phone —

he played a key role in a process that drove education & still drives it with

three ($3M) million dollars dedicated to the recommendations that flowed from

that report

• stay level-headed & realistic with whatever role you are filling / try to always

keep in mind where the other side is coming from

• similar to Sean in that different hats can lead to more complete understanding

• he stressed the importance of being able to multi-task / he mentioned that it is

rare for leaders to have a vision that people will follow without question: in a

university setting, leadership is unique because you are surrounded by highly

motivated people, so as a leader your role is not to lead but to unleash

individuals to follow their own ambitions & interests / I learned that not

everybody gets what they want but as leaders you must listen to all needs

equally — in addition make sure to have no perceived favourites

• from Mr. Kurial I learned that hard work & risk-taking can lead to exciting

things — e.g. the joint project between UPEI & Holland College

• take time to understand the environment that you work in

• different leading in a university environment: you are surrounded by bright &

intelligent people with lots of ideas; they don’t want to be led — they want to

be unleashed — allow them as much free rein as possible

• meet all challenges head on

• being nominated for positions, dealing with new admin responsibilities and

perhaps ending relations (work) or changing your relations with your co-

workers

• again —> they choose vs. his faculty assoc’n role — Dean, task force; he

added humour to his presentation

• allow your faculty to engage in their pursuit of goals & visions

• (missed more of this presentation as we were late that evening)

• I missed the first (1 ) part of Dean’s presentation due to a school issue: as test

last presenter I got the least out of this — how the university functions and how

cutthroat a working environment can become when unions & administrations

cross paths was very interesting

• (sorry I missed him)
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• it was interesting to hear about some of the internal politics at UPEI & about

role/responsibilities of a Dean...most of this was new / the university is also

aware of/faces the same declining enrollment challenge that the public schools

here do

• pretty good, again I didn’t find he discussed his learnings, etc. & applications

to leadership / I would ask him to discuss the strength, challenges, special

learnings — he fell into his role??? — felt rushed

• The course featured a less academic textbook, supplemented with readings and books

on reserve, which was then interpreted by individual presentations:

a)  To what extent was this a useful alternative to either developing a paper on

the same theme, or having the prof lecture on the book?

b)  How much is your opinion influenced by the opportunity to meet with the

author himself?

• I feel that the twenty ($20) dollars I spent on our text was probably the best

money I’ve spent on a university course based text in a long time / it addressed

real issues — it made sense & was appropriate for the course / meeting with the

author was very special for me — I thought it was such a nice thing for the

professor to do for the class: that was a memorable night & perhaps a

highlight of my Master’s degree studies thus far

• I loved the text for this course because it was an easy read but very meaningful

& easy to relate & connect to / the groups who interpreted the various chapters

did so in a way that brought in mroe meaning & was also quite creative / being

able to meet the author was neat but the book itself is powerful & influencing;

I will & have already re-read some of it & have shared it with fellow teachers

• I found the textbook & supplemental reading materials very insightful / the

jigsaw arrangement was very effective & the in-class presentations solidified

my understanding of the text / it was a bonus getting to meet the author;

however this did not influence my opinion(s) in any way
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• I found that even though it was a less academic textbook, it had a lot of

information about what it is to be a leader / I enjoyed the read & I found Bob’s

comments & experiences ones that I could understand & relate to / I did look

at the various readings on reserve, which we used within our presentations / it

was an excellent experience to meet Bob first hand which allowed us to

question specific things — I am interested in reading more from him

• the book was very enjoyable to read — short & to the point: could relate to

some chapters & examples / meeting the author was a treat, listening to him

talk made the book all that more concrete

• I think as an M.Ed. student it was more effective to deliver the lecture like you

did; in this way we learned more / as far as the opportunity to meet the author

himself is concerned, I really enjoyed it — it helped me to understand his focal

view about issues

• we all learn more effectively when we do — it was much more engaging to

have the variety of presentations interspersed with your anecdotes & words of

wisdom / meeting the author brought the book to life — much more relevant

• was great to see others’ perspectives & interpretations; was more interesting

than lecture style; we all have written paper & know how to do those by now,

sometimes the learning is limited — this is a more efficient way to read &

learn from the book / meeting the author brought the book to life, reinforced

many aspects of his book because we had read about them already — a unique

experience!!  probably won’t happen again, I don’t know if my opinions were

influenced more, but certainly his ideas became more clear

• text was a useful touchstone for all presentations & coursework

• I think the individual presentations, that interpret the chapters, help solidify the

most important concepts in each chapter in a creative & thoughtful manner

• I was very impressed with the text for this course: it really changed my way of

thinking — I learned so much from my classmates in the large & small group

discussions that I would not have gotten from writing a paper / meeting Bob

Chartier was quite exciting — I am actually planning on inviting him to a

workshop at the School of Nursing

• like the approach — loved the book; I like a common sense approach in life &

that is what we experienced in this course / loved meeting Bob, when I read I

can hear him in my head
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• the textbook was a refreshing alternative to a traditional textbook: I believe that

I learned a tremendous amount from the examples presented / it was great to

meet Chartier, he has rich experience & innovative ideas — having Chartier

visit our class was a great opportunity but did not influence my opinion of the

text

• it was nice to read a text that could be directly linked to the classroom / having

the author come has validated the ideas he set out in the book — he was a

great speaker & I learned a lot from his book

• as far as the workload goes... this course challenged me to think & I found that

I spent more time reflecting on what was read/discussed than I would have

invested into a paper on a single theme / meeting the author was one (1) of the

highlights of the course

• I honestly don’t think it was a useful alternative / I found the majority of the

readings & books on reserve quite controversial; plus. Very few groups

referred to them in any great detail / my opinion has been influence by meeting

the author of the book — understanding his background & listening to him

speak, helped decipher the text

• Don’t change a thing — each group did a tremendous job in presenting the

material contained in the textbook / meeting with the author certainly helps to

back up my opinions — and Bob Chartier’s visit definitely reinforced my

opinions

• it was not supported by research — I figured we would learn our leadership

styles & how to use our strengths & weaknesses to our advantage

• this process enabled the students to be more engaged & responsible for their

own learning — the book is an easy read with many interesting points to

ponder / the author provided some insights; however, I believe the same results

would have been achieved without meeting the author

• Mr. Chartier’s book I found very enjoyable to read / a lot of courses require

you to buy an expensive book which is seldom used during or after the course

— I appreciated not having to buy an expensive book that I probably would

never use again / those chapter presentations were amazing, and I was able to

learn a lot from them — each group seemed to raise the bar for the next group

/ I still can’t believe you were able to have Mr. Chartier for an evening; he

certainly made the evening interesting & informative
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• very useful text!  it was real / I enjoyed the fact that this book was full of

leadership reflections & observations that added to my own thoughts &

reflections / I also enjoyed the many interpretations & methods of presenting

the chapters — the class was full of life —> begets learning! / meeting the

author was great; I especially enjoyed when he went into details about

leadership that he did not cover or only briefly covered in the book

• this is a format I’d love to introduce in some of my courses — the text is

always a useful starting point for discussion, but I think the work on group-

presentations brought us to another level / of course the chance to meet the

author was another notch up, but didn’t change my first (1 ) opinion of thest

value of the approach

• it allowed creativity/individuality & raised ideas/points I had undervalued or

even missed entirely / I know what I think/feel about the content...so how do

other classmates feel/think & how does it manifest? / the author in person

helped to explain further some points in the book & put a whole new spin on

the content; I found that when I read the book after his visit, I could hear

/visualize him, reading it in my mind’s eye

• great book!  don’t forget to send us the next two (2) chapters as promised :),

I liked the supplementary readings/books  — it was wonderful to meet & have

a discussion with the author

Part Two:

• Prior to the next delivery of this course what should be revised? & why?

• perhaps more reflection of full length films — a great learning experience /  if

you can, inviting authors of texts being used is an excellent idea!

• movies if possible, to be watched at home or in a better environment / when we

were asked to read & discuss some articles & then we had to put off to the

following weeks I found that hard (memory issues) / instructions were

confusing by times when getting into our groups & figuring out the task

(maybe this was on purpose to see who would step up & lead) — evaluate

group work every couple weeks to keep my memory sharp
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• more opportunities to look at less than positive cases — learning from past

mistakes / consider extending some classes & shortening others to give

adequate time to explore some of the topics (especially film) / opportunities for

feedback/evaluation periodically throughout the course

• I think the class timetable would make a difference if changed / if the classes

could be longer it would allow more time to discuss & complete activities

(maybe 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.) or a Saturday / if there is a longer movie, have

students watch it before coming to class

• more classroom discussion because it enables one (1) to hear different

viewpoints, share experiences & challenge beliefs

• I like your way of delivering the course: don’t change it.

• the delivery of the full-length film with discussion & roundtable all in one (1)

class — extend if necessary & shorten up another class / either that, or have

students watch the film before they come, but that would result in the same gap

— much preferred the full-day format of the summer courses, if using full-

length films

• more educational leaders as guest speakers — would like the course to address

how as leaders, we should address challenging situations, more

• I believe strongly that the peer feedback should be conducted immediately

post-small group work

• perhaps guest speakers could discuss some of their most trying times and how

they responded so that we could learn effective strategies (or what not to do)

when dealing with tough situations

• not a thing — loved it

• more meat on leadership qualities / more reflection on situational case studies

/ limit discussions on topics — keep things flowing

• small group discussions about examples of effective & ineffective leadership

style from personal experience & styles might be interesting / we have a wealth

of leadership styles within our class

• perhaps a leader from the education field like a school principal could offer

some helpful ideas for future leaders & administrators
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• I’d like to see some real problem solving or crisis intervention strategies

discussed — not all leadership problems are unique, some are predictable if not

avoidable / when you have a square hole to fill, it is sometimes convenient to

have a square peg sitting around

• hand out the course outline, expectations & readings on the first (1 ) day ofst

class / it was very difficult to determine your expectations (know what to read)

when it is handed out weeks into the course / include a written paper, all marks

in this course are based on oral presentations — some people are more

anxious/shy than others speaking in front of people / advise students to watch

film prior to showing it in class...

• don’t change a thing / this course was a refreshing change to the old routine of

dull & boring lectures supplanted with a virtually useless research of topics of

little or no interest

• more research, more reflection on actual leadership styles — less reflection on

videos, etc.

• I enjoyed the format & would not necessarily change very much: because of the

limited time to discuss & reflect, I would suggest that some videos be assigned

as homework — more time to complete these evaluations would have been

helpful

• I really & honestly don’t think that this course needs to be revised in any way

— I enjoyed it very much / any chance of you teaching any more leadership

courses in this Master’s program?  Once again thanks for everything / looking

forward to seeing you sometime in the future

• I enjoyed it as it is / this course must simply fit my learning style :)

• speaking of the text, I feel that it should actually be revised before going to

another edition — I saw a number of minor errors in the print

• re-think the three (3) hour class to better fit in movies & discussion

immediately after, not a week later / on-going peer/group evaluation after tasks,

not all at the end... too difficult to remember something done three (4) monts

before!!
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• I wonder if time could be found to discuss how/what as a class / more time on

learnings & application of learning / I have made suggestions as I have gone

along / further suggestions — clear expectations, directions; — evaluate groups

throughout course; — there were quite a few leaders taking the course who

aren’t classroom teachers / it maybe helpful to encourage conversations

broader than schools / educational leadership can & does mean other things:

now, participants have some responsibility here as well / each week you had

a theme, goal: share that (i.e. speakers, movies)

• Reflecting on your original personal goal(s)/expectation(s) for this course — were

these attained?

Very much  10 Yes   13 Somewhat    2 Not at all __

• I learned plenty about positive/negative leadership qualities

• excellent course & I have become more confident & aware of qualities of a

leader

• the format, discussion, films, etc. allowed me to see different leadership

approaches & allowed me to reflect on my leadership style

• helped me to identify & question my leadership beliefs & style

• good

• it wasn’t too intense with a ton of theory, I liked that

• above expectations

• Considering your future career expectations & needs, was this course helpful?

Very much   11 Yes   12 Somewhat    2 Not at all __

• will be extremely helpful when dealing with people day-to-day

• what I learned can be adapted to every aspect of my life

• it taught me that I don’t need to be loud, opinionated or aggressive to be a good

leader

• I do not want to go into administration, but like having some background

knowledge I can apply

• helped to highlight some of my strengths & weaknesses
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• I now have direction

• it will help me understand the different ideas/agendas one may encounter

• I’ve never enjoyed & have learned to avoid, leadership outside of the

classroom, but can now look at the concept in a wider view

• I have suggested it to many / I also encourage people to read the book!

• Aside from your responses above, was the course interesting?

Very much   14 Yes   10 Somewhat    1 Not at all __

• I looked forward to Tuesday nights...

• observing & learning about leadership was powerful

• I found the book, speakers, readings & films very insightful & offered a broad

range of leadership qualities

• I enjoy discussion, small group work & the chance to bring to the presentations

different perspective of leadership

• never a dull moment...lessons to be learned in every activity or lecture

• loved the book & meeting the author

• the realization that leaders come in so many varying packages was interesting

• I found the round-table discussions most interesting

• enjoyed the perspective of business/private/public leadership

• above all, I value the chance I had to speak to & hear from so many teachers

from PEI

• would love to have PLC around this!! Who knows, may try to start one...

leadership

• In retrospect, did your classmates generally respect your efforts to participate?

Definitely   19 Yes   5 Somewhat    1 Not at all __

• my groups were respectful, and were good listeners

• excellent listening, respectful & allowed opportunities to contribute

• I felt really safe & respected in this class & in my groups

• I think we all got along well & respected each other’s opinions, efforts &

contributions
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• the groups were always willing to listen & respected different opinions

• always positive feedback & understanding

• people are all at different levels & stages

• In retrospect, did the professor:

lead too little 4 lead too much   1 Maintain a good balance   20

• the professor added insight when needed

• maybe a bit more direction on the final presentation

• I liked the mix of activities

• I was really shocked at the positive mention of Aboriginal people: not use to

this & could really connect with the professor’s examples & experiences

working with Aboriginal people — really refreshing!!

• I always enjoy hearing about professors’ journeys & especially research — in

most of these courses, we hear very little about what profs have done: I think

that is a shame, they have so much to offer & teach us in that regard

• I would have liked to hear more of your personal experiences of good & poor

leadership as you have held such an array of positions — perhaps you instead

of a couple of guest speakers

• some of the assignments were a bit hard to figure out what was being asked

• perfect in leading & also encouraging

• great job! :)

• insightful leader

• thank you once again for everything!

• I really enjoyed your class, Glenn!
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